DeLaval OptiDuo

™

Robotic Feed Refresher

Don’t just push feed

REMIX IT

I find the OptiDuo mixing function
useful. Because we only feed once,
it’s good to have the feed remixed
from time to time. The feed is more
homogeneous and that’s particularly
good for my young animals …
Now the feed is mixed better and
consumption of straw is much higher
because they can’t be as selective.

Herbert Bauer
Bavaria, Germany

DeLaval OptiDuo

™

robotic feed refresher
does twice the work to
improve your productivity.
First, by remixing feed to
make it more appealing to
cows and then by moving
feed back to the bunk,
the designed result being
higher consumption and
more milk.

Weigh-back
down to

1

%

Up to

Up to

10

+4.4lbs
more milk
per day

push-ups
a day

Stable
rumen pH
EQUALS

healthier cows

USD
+$2,500

labor savings

per year

Data collected on test farms and from scientific studies. Results may vary and are not guaranteed.

DON’T JUST
PUSH FEED
Reposition and refresh feed. Entice your
cows to visit the feedbunk more often with the promise
of fresher feed creating the potential for better cow
traffic, less competition and stress at the feedbunk, and
higher consumption rates – adding up to more milk.
Increase work efficiency. OptiDuo runs

around the clock, ensuring your cows always have
access to appetizing feed and you have more time for
other tasks.

Adapt to feed changes. With its unique
Adaptive Drive system, OptiDuo is the first feeding
solution able to adapt to different amounts of feed and
types, like TMR, hay, straw and grass. It selects its line
and speed so whatever is on the feeding table, OptiDuo
will get the job done.
Operate safely. The OptiDuo smart navigation
system makes sure it’s where it’s supposed to be, and
safety bumpers on all sides automatically stop the unit if
it senses a person, object or animal.
If your cows are eating well, your farm is working well.
Your cows will be healthier, calmer, more fertile and more
productive. Put a DeLaval OptiDuo feed system to work
for you.

BEST-IN-CLASS
FEED SYSTEM
Fresh Feed at All Times

Smart Navigation System

Indoor/Outdoor Charging Station

Cleans Feed Bunk

Twin-Spiraled Rotating Auger

Flexible Installation

Optional Concentrate Dispenser

Service-Friendly
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